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Introductory Statement 1/4

The Center for Social Organization of SchOols has.two primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of-how schools affect their

students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school practices and

organization.

The Center works through four programs to achiev Its objectives. The

_,......._____wl.l...)esereELJLetistudiesrnSct program applies the basic theories of social

organization of schools,to s'udy the internal conditions of desegregated

schools, thp fessibility of alternative desegregation policies, and the

interrelation of school desegregation with other eqgity issues such as housing

and jbb desegregation. The School Organizatiop program is currently co;ncerned

with dUthority-control structUres, task strUctures, reward'systems, and peer

group processes in schools. It has produced a large-scale study of the effects

of open schools, has'developed Student,Team Learning Instructional; processes

for teaching various subjects in elementary and secondary schools, and has

produced a computerized system for school-wide attendance monitoring. The

School Process and Career Development program is studying transitions,from-

high school to post secondary institutions and the role of schooling in the

development of career plans and the actualization of labor market outcomes.

The Studies in Delinquency and School Environments program is examining the,.

inteiaction of school environments, schobleXperiences, and individual

chaxacteristics in relation to in-school apd later-life delinquency.

This report,.prepared by the Schbol Organization program, investigates

the effects of using student team learning techniques as the primary

instructional method for a full semester in two elementary.schools.
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Abstract

Student Team Learning instructiOnal techniques (Teams-Games-Tournament,

Student Teams-Achievement Divisions, and Jigsaw II)phave been extensively

researched in six-to-twelve-week plassroom experiments and found to have

many positive

e
when they are

effects. This study examines the effects of the techniques

used as the primary instructional method for a full semester

in language arts, math, and social studies.

The subjects were 388 fourth- and fifth-grade students in.five elemen-

tary schools, two of which served as experimental schools and three as

controls. The experiment;Vgroups scored significantly higher pR four of

seven CTBS subscales than did the control groups. No significant differ:.

ences were found 'for affective'variables measured, except that the experi-

or

a.

mental groups named significantly more "friends in school."
.
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Over the past several years, there has been increasing attentiow

and research directed at understanding the effects of cooperatiVea

learning on student achievement, socializatipn, self-esteem, and other

Viariablei. The team "cooperative learning" refers to instructional

strategies in which students work in small,.cooperative groups or teams
1

to master academic materials. The research on cooperative learning has

been recently reviewed by Slavin (in press) and by Sharan (1979).

The most extensively researched of the cooperative learning strategies

are a set of techniques referred to collectively as Student Team Learning

(see Slavin, in press a). These include Teams-Games-Tournament, or TGT

(DeVries and Slavin, 1978), Student Teams-Achievement Divisions, or STAD

(Slavin, 1978a), and Jigsaw II, a modification of Aronson's (1978) Jigsaw

Teaching model., All three techniques have been evaluated in a series of

field experiments,,and_A/1 three have seen found to increase student

achievement, mutual concern among students, liking of school, positive

race relations, and self-esteem when compated to control conditions.

However, these studies have involved only one`of the three techniques at

a time, none lasting longer than twelve weeks. A few 'researchers (Slavin,

in press a; Sharan, 1979; Johnson and Johnson, 1975) heve advocated the

use of coopèraive learning strategies over substantial portions of the

school day as the primary instructional .method in most classrooms.' This

study evaluated the'use of all three of the Student Team Learaing

. techniques (TGT, AD, and Jigsaw II) with the same group of children at

the same time in s ester-long program to determine if such intensive

and extensive use of the techniques enhances or diminishes the effective-

ness of improving student achievement, attitudes, and self-esteem.
, My

\

I.
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Method

Satects.

The subjects were 388 fourth and fifth grade students taugh by

seventeen teachers in fiveelemenerii sctiools in a rural Maryland school

district. A sixth school was initially,itssigned to the control group,.
4 %

1but was dropped from the analysis when it was found that the school's mean -

achieveent was significanely lower than that of the othei five schools.

All five schools had open-space constructiOn, but used few elenients of
.

open schooling. All schools did have students change classes fpr ibain

silbjeces, most often mathematics and reading, bo have ho

for these subjects. :35

Design.

eneous classes

The teachers Were assigned by school to the experimental conditions.

Ten teachers in two schools were assigned,to the.experimental' group, and

seven teachers in thtee different schools to the cnntrol group The two

groups of schools were matched in overall average scores on the'Iowa Test

"Of Basic Skills, which is used in the Maryland kccountability Testing ,

Program. Pretests were used in the:analysis as the covariates fo their

correspondiag posttests to control for any initial differences on any

of the measures.

Treatments.

Control. The control teachers.were asked to teach thei:r usual

subjects in their usual__Zs. Possible "Hawthorne" effects were controlled

by using intensive behavioral observations of the control classes as well

as the experimental classes.



ENverimental,. the experimental teaChers were given a teacher's

manual-and a brief-(three hour). perioe.of.training in the ilse.of the .
4 .

three team learning techniques'. They:were initructed to use Studen t Teams.

AchieVem: .Divisions.(STAD) for'all their language arts instructkon,
...

Teams-Ga 8-Tournament (TGT)-for all their mathematics instruction and

p.
Jigsaw II for.,all their social. studies instruction...Some teachers atillo.

. . .
used team learning strategies occssionally in:their sCience syld reading.

,
.

_ ...

classes. Thus, the bulk.of each student's instructional day WaS,occupied*.
..

. .

.
by the teap learning.methods. The .charact%Istics of these methods are

,..

describea below (complete.descriptions appiar in Slavin, 1978b)..4

Student Teams.-Adlievement'Diliisions (STAD). In STAD, as in all ,

the Student Team Learaing methods, students were aisigned to 4-5 thember..

teams that were heterogeneous on studeni aademic performance and sex.-

These teams were given the.task'of:.making.sure,chat each team member had

mastered tbe material befng presented by the teacher. The class folloWed
,

a regular schedule of teacher 404iientation of conceptA team work on
. A

practice worksheets, and individual quizzes. The quiz scores were trans-

) .
4

formed into po

P

nts accoiding to a system in.which each score is compared

..

to those'of o (her students .in the class bf comparafte past performance,
.

,
.

andtTie-i7j points were summed to form team scores. The highest scoring

teams were recognized in a weekly class newsletter. In.this study, STAD
. , .

was used in language arts; The teachers were:providedi'with worksheetS

and quizzes based'on the objectives taught in alf schools in tbe district.

Teams-Games-Tournament (TCT). TcT is the same as STAD, eieept.thh,

instead of taking quizzes, students.played .academic games with members of
.

other teams to add points to..their team scOres. Students competed as.

representatives of their teams with. other student6 at their own level of

past performance. Team comi?"9Eaition, teacher presentation, team practice'?

9

4
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. tuid newsletteKs.were the eame as in STAD.', In this sttidy, TGT watiused in

mathematics. 'Khe teathers were%provided with.worksheets and games based 4
./

.on the book used throughout ate school district%

jimatt II. jigsaw II is. a 'Modification of gronson's (1970 Jiisaw:

'Teaching Metbod. Team'assignment in JigsaW II Was the:same as.for
. .

and. STAD. Each'Week, the Jigsaw II students gtudl.ed chapters in their.
. .

.regulal sotiat studies texts:.taCh student oft'a team had a'different
. ,

'itopic" relating to thechapter an which'he or sheWas to become'an-

."expert." Foalowing a reading period, students hiet with members of other

teams who had the S'ame'topic in "expert groups".to discuss their topits.
. ( .

FolloWing these'meetings, students reiurned t'o their teams and taught
.

them tWeir.topics, after which thestudents took vizzes,.covering all

topics. The quivscores were then'hade into team scores as for- STAD.

Teachers 9re provided with the topics and the quizzes.

:
Students were in different teams for eich of ,the three subjects

.

(tanguage, math, and soCiai studies).. Thus, each atudent was on three

teams and received hree newsletters each week.

Measures. 4.

Apademic Achievement. Academic achievement was assessed by.the

Cpmprehensive Test of.Basit Skills. .
Seven subscales Of the CTBS were

given: reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, language mechanics,

language expression matnematics computati6n, mathemapics concepts and

applications, ajid socihl studies. FormS of the CTBS waS given as a -

'pretest, and Formq as .1:s8sttest. /lecause none of thd ,Curriculum
. .

. .

.

.

materials prbvided to teachers were made in reference tp the CTBS, the

CTBS was seen as a lair (thoughsomewhat'insensitive) test of.general

learning in the experimental and control classes.

Student Attitudes.. Student sttftudes were assesied bySibales.developed. .
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school, likIng,of othera:feel'ing of being likad, and perception of peer

. .

support.for academic achievement. The scales had a five-choice Likert-

type format consisting cf stat.ements with'thi folfowing response

poSsibilities: YES! yes, ? no. NO! This set of responses wss.taken

from; Clifford's <1976) Academic Achievement Accotintabilicy Scal*

Academic This is. a twelve-item:scale

developed-by Ckifford (1976) to assess the degree to-which students.feel

thattheir graSes are due to their own efforts (internal locus of control
.

_

with regard to grades).

Anxiety....the anxiety'measure was.the State-Trait Amxiety Inventory .

for Children (Spielberger, 1970).; Only the twenty trait 'anxiety questions
.

... were administered: f

Sociometric.Items; :Three sociometric.items were administered as

pre- and posttests. .These were as follows: 1)1 "Who are your best
,

-

friends in school?" 2) "Which Of your frieads -c1G you spend time with

. outside of achool?",.and 3) "If you were going to be working, on a project

with oiber children, which children would you.not want to have.in your
.

giou0?", For each question,-students were given twenty lines and instructed

to list as maq names as they.Wished: The nilber of names listed in the

firsttWt; queationa were considered assessments of the ilumber of'friends

each student felt he or she-had, 4 measure of social cohesion. The number
. .

of names.listed in t e third question assessed the degree of bad feeling

. in the School toward other students.

Self-Esteem. Three.subscales of the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory

.(Coopersmith,' 1975) were used.as a measure of student self-esteem.

These arvgeneral Self-esteem.(26 items), social self-esteem (8 items)

and academic self-esteeM (8 items).. Each. item consiited of a self-..

description (such as.!''I'm easy to like") ind a.choice of responses as

follows:. "Like me," °not *sure," and 1.'Unlike me."



Academic Achievement

.6-.

Results

Table 1 preienta means and.standard deviations of the seven allq

subscales. The pre- to posttest gains are not interpretable, due to
we*

differences irk difficulty of the different test forms; control-experimental

differences are the important'ones. These data mere analyzed by means of

multiple regression analyies, where for each measure,the'postteat was .

2
regressed on the pretest score and a vector forytreatment. The R for

this analysis was compared to that for an equation without the treatment

variable, and the resultimg incremental'R
2
was tested for stat,istics1

significance. These results are presented in Table 2.

Tables 1-2 About.liere

As is clear from Tables.1-2, the experimental gralps scored signifi-

cantly higher on four of the seven CTBS aubscalew than did the.contra
A .

groups, controlling for their,respective Oretesta. In no caae did. control
#

achievementexceed that 'of.the experimental groups, although there is a,

,\
1

slight trend in that direction fill. social studiea.

Because of the differences in:difficulty between the Ore- and post:-%

test scales, grade equivalent's rather. than v:ita scores are the:best indieatbre

of the magnitude of gains. 'Foi the measures on which significant effects

were.found, the differiences in grade equivalents were'as 4alows. For

reading comprehension and mathematics computation, the experimentel group

40,1

4

exceeded the control,group.in grade equivalent gains by 0,2 grede'equivalents.. .

For'theelanguage subscales, .Etle differences are much lerger; :the experi,

. .

mental group gaine0 1.0 grade equivalents more than did the contr61 group

1
Vt.
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4
In 1anguige mec,hanics, and 0;9 grade. equivtirentszore in language

elcpressiqn.

. )AffectiveMeasures
1

Table 3 presenes means and, standard deviations for the affective

variables. The four student attitude scales and Academic Achievement

Accountabil4y Were coded on a scale from one (NO!) io five S!).

Anxiety and self-es,teem were coded 1-3, and the sociometric results. are

4

the actual numbers of aassmates named for each question. Data analysis t

for these variables was the 'same as for the achievement measures. Thes

, results are summarized in Table 4.

Tables 3 and 4 About re

As shown in Tables 3 ind 4,there were no,significant differences

between the experimental and control groupi'bn-any, of the affective

variables except the number of classmates each student named as "friends

in.school.!! On this measure, the experimental students named significantly

more friends '(F 1,385) = 17,92,.p<.00l).

DiscusAon

. In general, the achievement resulte*of the present stpdy parallel

those of the earlier separate TGT and STAD studies. Positive effects of

the combined treatments on language arts, reading, and mathematics

performance were found. For the affective variables, most of the antici-

pated effects were not found. Positive effects of the treatments on most

of the affective variables assessed in this study have been typically fpund

in the earlier studies, but they have been more commonly found in studies

in junior high schools than in the earlier grades, where lower scale

13

a.
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reriabilities, often extreme ceiling effects, and other'factorivmake

questionnaire scales less°sensitive to attitudinal changes.

For academic achievement, the effects that were found were in general

the ones that were most confidently expected. The language mechanics,

language expression, and reading vocabulary effects were almost certainly

due to the use of STAD, which has been previously found to increase

language achieyement more than control treatments (Slavin, 1977; Slavin,
4

in press; Slavin & Oickle, forthcoming). The effects on mathematics

computation can be assumed to be due to TGT, which has also been found

in pt:evious studies to improve mathematics achievement (Edwards, DeVries,

and Snyder, 1974 Hulten and DeVries, 1973). Because the curriculum

Viaterialswere developed independently of the standardized tests, the

effects found in language, reading, and mathematics may be seen as conser-
y

.vative indicators of greater learning on th& part of the experimental.

groups. A ..xiterion-referenced test would have been more pensitive to

,m..tual treatment effects, but would havelpiased the analys...s against the

./..ontrol group, whose curriculum was not controlled id any way.

The fa..1!:re to find any differences in social studies was not surpris-

ing,.as there was little overlap between the content taught in the .

dis6rict schools and that assessed by the CTBS. The program made no
4

direct attempt to influence reading comprehension, so it is again not

slrpcising that no differences were found on this measure. The failures

!..0 find differences in mathematics comprehension is interesting, Slavin

(in press) and Sharan (1979) have pointed out that the Student Team

Learning Techniques, especially TGT and STAD,
1 are designed to motivate

students to drill and practice basic skills, not to gain higher-order
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understanding of concepts. This is in contrast to group investigatibn

models stich as that of Sharan and Sharan (1976), in which higher-order

understanding is a 'primary goal: Sharan, Lazarowitz,,and Ackerman (in

press) found that their methods increased achievement on the high'er

cognitive ievels, but not on skill or factual items. These contrasting

findings may suggest the use of a combination of the mastery-oriented

Student Team Learning methods and the understandinp.ori4nted group-
.

investigation methods'.

The failue to tind treatment effects on any of the aifective

variables except "friends in school" may be due to ceilirig effects. The

,study took place in tural schools where students end to have quite pos.itive

attitudes toward school, toward their teachers, and toward themselves.

,

( The responses to the questionnaire scalei consisted almost exclusively of

agreements with positive items plus.heavy uie of the ? (Don't Know)

category. The one set of items in which ceiling effects were not a problem .

was the sociometric items, where students could name as many as twenty

classmates for ach item. The "friends in school".analysis demonstrated .

that students who were in the experimental groups felt that they had

substantially more friends in school than did those in the control cLasses.

However, the larger number of fr'endships in school did not( apparently

affect friends out of school Wreduce the numbv of students that were

named as nonfriends.

The primary importance of the present study is' that it demonstrated

that team learning metnods can be used over .a substantial portion of the

sc ol day,for a seieater and still produce positive effects on student

achievement. At the end of the project the teachers and students were



,

w

still using-and enjoying the methods, and the students were quite ,

disappointed that the project had to end. This result provides further

evidence that team learning methods can be an etfective replacement for

traditional instructional metOods, not merely

Further research should seek to evhluate team

a.suprilement to the.

learning methods over still

longer pekiods and to follow up the classes to see if the effects are

maintained, but the present study is an important first step in testing

the limits of Student Team Learning as a complete classroom organizational

plan.

1
.116.

sq.

a
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Table I

4

Means and Standard Deviations of Academic Achievement Measures..

Measure*

Reading Vocabulary

Control
Pre Post

24.14 26.81

8.82 9.02

Reading Comprehension

26.57 25.42

10.05. 9.98

Language Mechanics

X 13.10 13.24.

4.23 4.94

Language Egression
0 %

' X 21.19 21.29
%

7.63 8.05

Math Computations

X 29.75 29.22

10.43 11.63

Math Concepts & Applications

X 29.01 29.34

10.76 10.61

Social Studied

X 19.18 21.08

.54. 8.05

Experimental
*Pre Post

22.17 26.47'

8.43 8.60

24.82 23.66

9.84 10.31

14.01 14.89'

3.90 4.17

20.05 22.03

7.13 6.99

26.77 27.73

9.24 10.67

26.43 27.54

.10:12 9.23

18.47 19.91

7.60 7..55

*Note tht pretest means are Form S of the CTBS, posttests are Form T.

Due to aifferences in forldifficulties, pre'to pbst gains cannot be

directly computed. See text for an expfanation.

9
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Table 2

Results of Multiple Regression Analyses

For Academic AchievementjAeasures

Measure . R2 Tocal R
2

inc. F

Reading Vocabulary--"

Reading Comprehension

.72C

.707

.

.006

.000

_ , (

7.63*

41

Language Mechanics .604 .008 8.88**

Language E.?cpression .632 .011 11.72**

Math Compatation .682 .003 3.95*

Math Concepts &,Applications .656 .000 41

Social Studies .539 .002 1.26

* /34,05

** p4:.01

Note. Degrees of freedom for all analyses are 1,585.

4.

6



A Table 3

Means ahd Standard Deviations of Affective Measures

1 Control Experimental .s

Measure Pre Post Pre Post

Liking of School
X 19.34 19.40 21.91 22.08

6.66 8.89 7.65 8,24

Liking of Others
28.86 31.98 29.07 31.85

§ 5.20 2.55 4,52 2.73

Feeling of Being Liked
X 24.55 24.68 24.39 24.22

S 6.43 7:28 5.60 5,.57

Peer Support
X .

23.44 23.37 23.65 23.17

4.50 5.67 5.22 5.32

Achievement Accountability
47.22 46.59 47.52 46.22

8.32 6.76 7.28 7.51

Anxiety
X 06.83 36.61 36.41 35.77

7.86 8.10 6.95 7.03

Friends in School
X 11.69 11.32 10.58 12.76

5.76 6.07 5.32 6.61

01,1

FriAtis out of School
X .

4.78 4.80 3.52 3.84

3.71 3.64 2.89 2.94

Non-Friends
7.28 768 5.19 6.13

6.03 5.69 5.98 . 5.40

General Self-Esteem
, X 57.94 57.77 57.11 58.15

8.53 9.02 7.58 8.00

Social Self-Esteem
X 17.84 17.78 17.61 17.63

3.01 3.39 2.87 2.66

Academic Self-Esteem
X 17.42 17.01 17.54 17.56

3.51 3.48 3.29 3.28



,

'Table A

Results of Multiple Regression Analyses

for Affective MeaSures

Measure
2A .

R Total R
2

nc.

Iiking of School . .365 .003
4,

Liking of Others' .021 .9161
. -

Feeling of Being.Liked .378 .001

Peer Support .171 .001

Achievement Accountability .211 .001

Anxiety .392 .001

Friends in School %404 .028

Friends out of School .130 .006

Non-Friends - .191 .005

General Self-Esteem .432 .003

Social Self-Esteem ..303 .000

Academic Self-Esteem .303 '..005

*174.05

"4114.01

N

F

1.53

,41

41

4.1

. 41

17.92**

4V.52

2.18

1.99

4. 1

2.61

Note. Degrees of freedom for ail analyses are 1,385.
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